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Abstract

Equal pay for equal work by perSops of equal qualifications is the

concept behind laws against race and sex diseriminotion.in sAdrles

in the United States. Determining the existence and extent of"dis-

crimination is not a simple matter however. The purpose of this papor

is to recommend a" four-step procedure which attempts to untuvep the

existence of discriminatiOn and begins to rectify the problem wherever

it isjound. It also discusses the major issues associated with the

tools and structures employed during each step of the salary-equity

process.



.Equal Pay for Equal Qualifications?

= A Model for Determining Race or Sex Discrimination in Salaries

BACKGROUND

Discrimination in salary allocation procedures (hIP to race, sex, or.

other varfables unrelated to merit hasbeen getting increasedattentio;i

recently in .higher education; The Equal 'Pay Act of 1963, the Civil Rights

Act of 1964, and Title IX ofthe Education Amendments Act of..1972 have

made salary discrimination due to race or sex illegal. However; one

Of thd major initial problems confronted'by an_institutiOn of higher

education is to identify the existence and extent of discrimination,

since criteria used in determining salaries are seldom made explicit;

partitularly^on an institution -wide scale. Even if such criteria have

-been made expliCit, there'is almost always disagreement as' to how well

eertain individuals have met these criteria.

:One approach to solving the salary inequity problem is to ask those

responsible for establishing salary policies to review the status df individ-

uals who might be *victims -of sex or racial discrimination: This relatively

_subjective mode. of operation risks the possibility of requiring people to

incriminate themselves, since past discriminatory decisions, if they.

occurred,, were frequently made by, some of the same people being asked td

review current salaries; Despite the fact that important; non-quantifiable

factorS can be included in such review processes, critics can cla-im with some

justification -that the subjective approach will only perpetuate past inequities;

An alternative tactic would:include the use of a'more objective
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extent of salary discrimination.. One method would be to match .a Cancasi7ir.

-Male with a woman or minority person with similar background -,Ind abHiL.,

then determine if their salaries are comparable. This procedUre

counterparting, has been recommended by. some (Nevilk 1915), but :1.1y Lv re

better than a pUrely subjective approach. Obviously cointe parting pre,,;.!

the initial problem Of matching; even in very large departmont.s or in5Litutions

two individuals are .seldom very similar in ability and expeic.,.nce. A

related problem is that possible' victims of discrimination are .ftequently

clustered in departMents; such as home economics in the case of women;

where there are few, if an possible counterparts, and virtually ne!le that

are SiMilar.aS to merit. Because of the problems surrounding the mot:hilig

process; and the inevitable'fatulty animosity generted by ititbuhtei-Ortib

cannot be recommended as. an objective procedure in ferretino out salary

inequities.

There is a second general approach Which'goes beyond the use Of COUnter-

parting,and that is the use of multiple regression techniques to predict

salaries froM merit factors; Faculty must still be matched to a certain°

extent, such as by department; but statistical techniques are used to adjOSt

for differences in merit factors to predict salaries.. Faculty with' different

merit faCtOtS will have different predicted salaries using multiple regression,

so exact matches are unnecessary; yet only explicit, quantifiable VU ia:.les

can beAncluded in the resulting prediction equation: Although fraught

with its own set of 'difficulties; multiple regression appears to be the

best objective techniquecurrently available in deteminim>the

apd extent. of discrimination.
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Recognition of thb objective nature of' multiple regression as tech-

niquenique for examining salary inequities has:been .growing. Scott (19//1;

in a widely circulated work; gives the impression that the salary e(;:uity

process is a relatively simple matter.of employing a few_voriable. such

as time in service and highest degree; and Objectively cleterminin

The U.S. Office of Civil Rights seems to hold a similar opinion as (:xpi-2s.;ed

in its agreement with the University of Wisconsin, dated December 16, 19/7

(Change, 1978).

The University will perform an analysis to
determine. potential salary inequities. In one part _.

of the analysis, professionaljob7related criteria will
be identified as basic variaYles.fo use in the
analysis: Basic variables shall be quantified and
intlUdt: department, rank; time in rani:;and measure(s)
of length of professional service. Other valid
quantifiable-variables may be included'; provided,
however; that prior to inclusion. the university shall
consult.with OCR regarding inclusion of those variables.
Using these variables; the university will conduct
valid statistical or other empirically vertifial-ile and
auditable studies; such as a multiple regression
analysis of faculty ancfacaciemic staff salaries to
identify wage.discrepancies....In no case _will
assertions, verbal_or_ written, unsupported -by speciFic
comparative .analysis be considered as justification
for wage discrepancies.

Although statements made by federal officials. since the Wisconsin' agreement

suggest_a_moderation of the straight formula approach, this agreement does

show an inclination towards the use of quantifiable-criteia only in the

salary-equity process;

Multiple regression techniques are not. without their own vmaknesses.

The problems concerning the use of multiple regression involve. the nature
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of the statistical. technique itself. For example;- multiple eyession cm:

be-used to predict only a portion of a persoh's salary, frequently less

than 50%. In addition, the standard error in predicting a sinqlc person'

salary is usually quite large.- As .a result of the latter; using

traditional-cutoff points such as two standard deviations yyd few,

any, _faculty members as being victomS of discrimination.` Much lower

.confidence levels yield mare victims of discrimination; but these are

less acceptable statistically. A distinction must be made between policy

Significance and statistical significance. The former is most useful

in tbis type of study;

Another criticism' involves the concept of pi-edicting,salaries froz

meriticriteria, while not also predicting merit criteria from salaries.

Birnbaum. (1977) has pointed out that'one might appear to be a victim of

discrimination when Salaries are predicted from merit factors, while no

discrimination is apparent when predicting from salaries back to merit

factors;

These weaknesses inherent in the use of multiple regression do not

necessarily preclude its utilization in salary equity decisions,. but they

do point to the need for something beyond- a strict formula approach.

THE UILT MODEL

A careful review of the literature on mtatiple regression and salary

equity; as well as diScussions with other institutional representatives
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and our own experiences at the University-:of Illinois at Urbana-Choodicin;

lead us to the. conclusion that neither a purely subjective appro-dci: nor

One using multiple regression in a formula manner is the most desirable
6

waybf determin-ing-salary inequities. FO-r- this reason a four-step salary

. equity reviewprocess utilizing both Objective multiple regression)
4

techniques And additional tommtitee evaluations is recommended. Certain

iaspeets of this model have been diScus'sed elsewhere (Braskamp; Langston

andlluffo, 1978HBranskamp, Uffo, and Langston; in press).

_The. UIUC model suggestS a four-phase process utilizing different types

of judgment at each stage and making different sets of deMands, upon the,

instituOon during each of the four phases. The phases are' summariz.ed as

(1). ,Policy
.

(2)... Data coTlection and analysis

;(3). Salary adjustment-determination

(4). Follow -up and monitoring

PHASE I

The policy phase is pos'Ably the most important and least. discussed

of th,..1 four. It is recommended that' a, campus -wide cOMMitt-e-e--0T-respected

faculty and administrators decid2-several important points prior to the

gathering of any data; The most.obvious,question consists or who should

be included in.. he analyses; ice,; women; various minoritieS;-of-both.

OnesuggestionsonAhis point is to gather data assuming possible 'discrimination

against all women, and minorities;.: hen test forAroup differences using
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multiple regression. If no:group differences are found, assume differ-ences

in salary are due to individual' rather than group differences, just at t11-ey

are for.majority males; 'This procedure.allows the widest possible

coverage Pf.groups, yet does not require groups showing no discriminatory

pattern to be inclUded in the. inal analysis.

Another policy decisitin concerns cut=off points. That is, how far

,

below the predicted salaryinust a faculty member be paid for him or her

to.be incltided for fitrther review? These cut -off points can be determined

after the regression aiialyis has yieldethpredicted.salaries; ti-tit the decision

Will probably be more objective and lest controversial if made beforehan.d.

It should also be noted that such cut-offs may vary by rank, if based on

dollar amounts;or-may utilize a Percentage-limit.

A third, and comple.X; 0OliCY area shat of which variables to=inClUde_

in the multiple regression. analysis. Most agree that variablet sOcli as

highest degree and length Of service should be included; but-beyond thre

two compromise might be necessary: Depending on the mission of the

institution; other variables considered for use might-include rank; apuointment

status (9 or 11 month); years of professional experience; yartous 00b--

-----liC-ations, grant Oollars, teaching awar and evaluations, peer evaluatient,

some measure of the "market" in that discipline (e.g., veterirtarians vs.

humanists) and so on. The problem is that some of these variables are not

acceptable to all individualt and institutions as predictors of -.Salary.

in addition, a case can be Made that certain variables such as rant are

themselves affected usikg such variables to predict
6

salaries is both redundant and.discriminatory itself. The;more variables
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.that are excluded prior. to data gathering, however, the lower the

correlation will be,nd,,C6nSeouently, ;the lower the predj.cf.Jbilitv 6i

the resulting prediction equation. The same wi I le be true if to6 flatly

predictors are incluaed._ObVibusly.trade-offs are 11(..CPSStiry.

One SUggested,approach is to_include as many vari0b105, r.lq!it Lc

acceptable, --then dettrMfhe via. step -wise nultiple regression whje:

contribute significantly to the prediction equation. Only those adding

significantly to the prciction equation need to be it in analvzinq

salaries, If a teeMitrgly finportant yariabe such as teaching aOard:s is

not included in ,,th. linal Oiedittien equation, however, faculty acceptin:ce

might be hindered, even?if'that variable Were not .sti,tistically

.

Wfioint is important, .by the nature of mKltiple regresSien the

predicted salaries of different people will rali beyond the cul,-ofT. Peints4

depending On what variables are included in ife pvedictiOn eiu

PHASE:II

The data collection and analysis stage is the WO :It mechanical of

the four phases once policies have been establiShed. A random .sample of

majority males are matched by department with women and minorities, then

tion.
r

included in ;the data gathering process. Data (wall included faculty are

-

c011ected froM existing sources and use of Oestionnales. the data

for the majority males are used to build aprediction equation that fitS

/ them. The data-for the matched wqmen and/or minorities are tiwn:ubstituted

in the majori.ty male prediction equation and salaries 'are pr edi(ted for

each faculty member. Those Whose salaries fall helot their predicted
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salaries by amounts larger than the cut-off .are then "flagged" Ili.:

further 'review, Those whose actual salaries are Within the ent-eff

Equal S.

.a're then eliminated from i'modiate further considera, on;

Some statistical t.khniques,_dan'be Usedduring this phase:to'incre

predictability; One means used to increase predictability is to hOild

separate regression equations, based on data 'gathered from majority

Males, for ihdiOdual ac,;Jemic units such as dep artments; schtiols or cellegeS

within a larger univer,jty, _The adyanta_ge is.that such Unift 6ften hei6Se-

.

a more homogenous group of people than th.t-, institution as a whole; edKational

:background, career patternsiteaching methods; publication lates,mot;:.-c.

frequently,shew more similarities withikAhan acrOSS..SOCh'UnitS. The

greatest drak/backte this approach is that'frequ'ently.the number of faL61t1

is too small to use multiple regression with any deyrt,e of confidence.

A additional criticism is that smaller units jriay repitSeht What rare

traditionall.i been thought of as female or minority departments; such $
, ,

analyses would therefore help toerpetuate the ol0Lsterebtypes and

rOSUlting inequitable salary structures.

Besides butTdin6 separate regressibn equations fbi' specific subgi-oups,.

one can attempt to improve prediction by tobvarting some of the variables

_ _

to a non - linear. form. Publications; for example, frequently have a

declining value,-with the firstjew being most iMpOrt.ant, scO.he log of

journal articles might yiel6higt1P. correlation t'han the number itself.

Trial and error using such non-linear variables may yield a predittidn

equation with both linear Mid non = linear variables; depending on which

combination yields the most predictability; all within the confines

9.

19
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policies established in PHASE I.

PHASE J1,1

During the third phase of the salary equity ,e1/1e process

indivTdual-,t.uflagged" for further review are given t option .of revie,..;

by departmental :college; or uniVersity CSMMittees for\possible salary

ad3ustments. .Some people; for personal reasons; will ref-US-6 the review,

;Others hot "flaggeeomay feel slighted; so all members of the group being.
, -

_ _

investig.ated.;i.e;; women and/or minorities; should hava the.opt.ion for

fUrther review alto. 'Our experience has been-thatonlya feW Of the

.

Opople,not"flagged :opt forfurther review, .for whatever reason. We also

suspect that some'refusing revieWtshaVe been promised adjustments if they
.;-

don't go through the committee structure; thus keeping the-matter within the
;

.

5 departMent. RealiStically,,soMe may also be' influenced to keep silent

by more negatjve 'factors::

- "

The unit review committees in PHASE. III must have. some dieQtion-as to

.

guidelines to follow, in =ding sources. And amounts of nds'avail.able for
9r,

salary adjuttmehtts. They should also.be well informer_ as to the procedures

and'variables Useefbr "flac;g.ing." They are then free to:include other,

hon=quantifiable evidence submitted' by those being reviewed in deciding.

."

______
what adjustments ShOuld,be made.. After care -u-lrev-few and doCumentation

son--for---t-Ekir ac.J'ttons:--7tWeCciiiiriiittee iii0O-Orto then fprward their, finar

.

.

.
,

.
.

.

recommendations to the prosier administrator for aftion...
I,

PHASE IV

The final phase of the salary equity review process is the follow-up and
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monitoring phase. This stage is where the actions of the vaios uri4.

committees are reviewed for possible discriminatory practices. in

'addition; salary adjustments may be given by committees with,.,Jt

by the usual d.ecis,ion-makers resulting; for instance, in an equity incr.

but no- normal departMental increase in th2 same year. Using the' equitv

to
increase to replace a normal increment. would frequen;ly leave thc,;p;_,

reviewed further behind in salary than prior to the review, cler'1) far

unacceptable. result. In short, theni-PHASE IV--s-ugge;fs-T,T,systetir

monitoring of salaries in the years following the initial salary-eqUity

review. It might even be deeffied necessary to repeat the whole process in

a year or two following the initial study.: This monitering pross, wun

tAed together with the more traditional aqirMative action prograr;s of

hiring, retention., and promotion can also serve as a constant rcr2.indcw

the desired 'goals.

EPILOGUE

The salary equity process described above is recommeqed for cases

involving possible sex or race discrildra,tion. The review of individual

majority males is dismissed in that no group discrimination is evident with

them. This procedure leaves open the queStidnof.whether onl'y groups or all

indiyidyalt should be-reviewed; that is, Whether it is fair and lcoal

to look only-at group andnot individual differences in salarS, policies;

The term 'reverse discrimination" may be used to criticize the approach

recommended here, since majority males arc excluded from immediate further

review As far as multiple regression techniques are concerned. the
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involves the distinction between group and individual discriminatin.

/Individual majority'males may well suffer from iheininble tre,itrq

salary; yet the group as a whole will show no rec.mlts Of discri!.:inn;

Among minority men and all women; if group discriminatin is fo;nd;

inequities will tend to be lum3rid together with group in:Huities. it is

virtually impossible to separate individual and group inequities 4,;r6,1

each; other; A moderate approach would be to note that the-most glaring

inequities are group ones, to which are also added individual ineqL:itief,

and that a long-term solution would be'to look at all individual inequitie.f.

after the more pressing group inequities have been at-tacked;

The legal aspects involved are "quite complicated and certainly beyohd

the scope-of this paper. One should note, however, that in University
el

of Nebraska vs. Dawes (1975) there appears to be a legal basis for.sayiN::

that any strictly forMula.approach must be applied to all individ:!als.

It mightj)e expected that more legal clarification of this issue will be

forthcoming ill
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